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plying mass of readers took their news and views from a diminish-
ing band of newspaper magnates. They also extended the
influence of the capital over the provinces. Hitherto the larger
provincial centres followed each their own public opinion, often
saner and less febrile than London's. Now the passions of the
metropolis infected the whole country.
Two reassuring features may, however, be noted. In the first
place, a small number of the best penny provincial dailies held
their ground. Fortified by local advertising and entrenched in
their monopolies of local trade news, they were able in a few
instances to weather the storm better than their London con-
temporaries. The Manchester Guardian, Scotsman, Yorkshire Post,
Glasgow Herald, Liverpool Daily Post, and Birmingham Daily Post
became in some respects the best morning papers in the country.
But they were the survivors of a great thinning-out. Manchester
and Leeds had two penny dailies apiece; only one survived in
each instance; and other cases were similar.
Secondly, the English halfpenny papers, despite their obvious
vices, seldom sank quite so low as the American 'yellow* press,
from which they had originally been copied. Moreover from
about 1909 a distinct movement to improve them was pioneered
by the Daily Mail itself. Average readers were growing more
educated; it was not necessary to be so snippety or so sensational.
There was some revival of consideration for readers seeking
knowledge and ideas. A serious leader-page was developed with
signed articles by eminent writers on subjects of importance.
Here again one must beware of confusing post-war with pre-war.
The pre-war popular newspaper misplaced many values; but
it never came down to presenting a world where film stars are
of more consequence than statesmen, and where business and
politics alike become the merest sideshows to personal 'romance'.
Since the European war popular papers have been above all
shaped to attract the woman reader, but before the war they
still mainly catered for men. The reasons were, partly that
women had then no votes (and proprietors always care for
political influence); and partly that the great discovery had not
then been made, that women readers are incomparably the most
valuable to advertise to.
Halfpenny evening papers, bought largely for betting, grew
much and from many centres. But the old 'class' evening paper
catering for the London clubs fell on bad days. Two such, it is

